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Ifor Williams Horsebox Trailer

 

Sean Hogan Trailers presents the Ifor Williams Horsebox range for sale in Galway. The well known Ifor Williams Horsebox range, has six models to choose from the HB403, HB506 and HB511, plus our 3500kg gross weight options, the HB510XL, HB610 and the Ifor Williams Eventa trailer. The Ifor Williams HB403 model is a single horsebox trailer, that will carry one horse up to 16.2hh in height.

 

The HB506 is Ifor Williams most popular double horsebox on Irish roads and will transport two horses up to 16.2hh in height. Our other double horsebox the HB511 model will accommodate two larger horses up to 17.2hh in height. The three Ifor Williams horse trailer models are available for delivery in Ireland with a left or right front offload ramp as standard. They also come with a lockable groom’s door positioned on the opposite side of the trailer for ease of access.

  

The heavy duty HB510XL and HB610 horsebox trailer models from Ifor Williams can transport a number of ponies at once up to a maximum weight of 3500kg. If living accommodation is required with the horsebox then The Eventa M and L are an ideal choice and come with herringbone travel for the horses. The Eventa M and L have the maximum gross weight allowance but include living accommodation and herringbone travel for the horses.
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Motorbike Trailers

Model Details

 

If you need a trailer to transport a motorbike in Ireland, then Sean Hogan Trailers of Ballinasloe have a complete selection of new and used motorbike trailers for sale. We have 5 motorbike trailer models available for sale in Galway to suit a range of sizes. They include single runners, double runners and triple runners trailers for transporting motorbikes securely and safely on Irish roads.

 

Please check our brochure page for specifications and sizes of motorbike trailers for sale in Galway.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Height of Sides	Overall Length	Overall Width
	Single Runner DCT0000280		500kg	97kg	2.10m / 7′	1.24m / 4′ 1″	***	2.80m / 7′ 9”	1.60m / 5′ 3”
	Double Runner DCT0000285		500kg	110kg	2.10m / 7′	1.24m / 4′ 1″	***	2.40m / 7′ 9”	1.60m / 5′ 3”
	Triple Runner DCT0000300		500kg	123kg	2.10m / 7′	1.24m / 4′ 1″	***	2.40m / 7′ 9”	1.60m / 5′ 3”
	Quad Carrier		500kg	***	2.10m / 7′	1.24m / 4′ 1″	***	2.40m / 7′ 9”	1.60m / 5′ 3”
	Off Road Quad Trailer DCT00005	22 x 1100-8	*kg	165kg	1.50m / 5′	1.00m / 3′ 3″	0.839 / 33″	2.40m / 7′ 9”	1.63m / 5′ 4”
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BV64e

Model Details

 

Sean Hogan Trailers presents the Ifor Williams BV64e domestic box van trailer for sale in Galway. The BV64e is small enough to tow behind a family car, providing 2.3m3 of space, this box van is ideal for leisure, domestic or small business users. The Ifor Williams BV64e is a popular choice for family holidays, weekend trips, the sports enthusiasts with equipment for the roomy boot/roof rack, or the small business with goods and stock to transport.

 

The Ifor Williams BV64e trailer is an ideal way to keep transported items safe, dry and secure. When not in use it can be safely parked up in a garage, and is light enough to move easily. The BV64e box van from Ifor Williams is a popular choice for camping or enjoying outdoor activities such as cycling, canoeing or fishing, especially where bulky equipment is needed – it can even be used to carry a junior kart.

 

The strong, low maintenance rubber torsion suspension system is fitted with 145/80B10 tyres giving a maximum gross weight of up to 500kg. The Ifor Williams BV64e is available to view at Sean Hogan Showrooms located in Ballinasloe. 

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	P5	145/80B10	500kg	141kg	1.53m	1.02m	2.56m	1.41m


Features
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P5e

Model Details

 

Sean Hogan Trailers presents the Ifor Williams P5 small unbraked trailer for sale in Galway. The P5e is the newest addition to the Ifor Williams unbraked trailer range. It has an overall length of 2.56 meters and a width of 1.41 meters which makes it easy to tow behind cars. The P5 unbraked trailer is a compact and convenient trailer specially designed for domestic and light commercial use and can transport loads up to 500 kg in weight.

 

The P5e is stronger and tougher than any other trailer of its size and is designed and built to the professional standards synonymous with the Ifor Williams range. This trailer will provide many years of service and will outlast other less durable trailers available on the market.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	P5	145/80B10	500kg	141kg	1.53m	1.02m	2.56m	1.41m


Features
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P6e P7e P8e

Model Details

 

Sean Hogan Trailers is proud to present the Ifor Williams P6e, P7e and P8e range of small unbraked trailers for sale in Galway. The Ifor Williams P6e model has a roomy floor area of 1.21m x 1.98m and a maximum gross weight of either 500 or 750kg. The Ifor Williams P7e trailer is a little longer with a floor space of 1.21m x 2.21m.

 

The largest in the small unbraked trailer range is the P8e, offering 1.45m x 2.51m of floor space making it suitable for carrying ride on lawn mowers, Quad Bikes, ATV’s and most standard sized construction and building boards. Larger, stronger and tougher than trailers typically sold at your local DIY or car parts superstore, the P6e, P7e & P8e are small trailers with big hearts.

 

On the road they can be towed by a family car, off road they can even be towed by a quad bike. With ramp or tailboard versions, canopy and livestock options, gross weights of 500kg or 750kg and a range of optional accessories, the P6e, P7e & P8e cater for most domestic, light commercial and general farmyard duties.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	P6e	145/80B10	500kg	156kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.65m
	P6e	20.5x8x10	750kg	172kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.72m
	P6e	145/70R13	500kg	156kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.63m
	P6e	145/70R13	750kg	172kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.63m
	P7e	20.5x8x10	750kg	193kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.72m
	P7e	145/70R13	500kg	177kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.63m
	P7e	145/70R13	750kg	193kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.63m
	P8e	20.5x8x10	750kg	218kg	2.51m	1.45m	3.53m	1.96m
	P8e	145/70R13	750kg	218kg	2.51m	1.45m	3.53m	1.87m


Features
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P6e, P7e, P8e Trailer with Canopy

Model Details

The Ifor Williams P6e, P7e, P8e small domestic trailer with canopy is available for sale in Ireland from O’Haire Trailers. The canopy provides cover and shelter for the P6e, P7e, P8e models while towing and is an ideal choice for Irish roads.

 

The P6e model has a roomy floor area of 1.21m x 1.98m and a maximum gross weight of either 500 or 750 kg. The Ifor Williams P7e trailer is a little longer with a floor space of 1.21m x 2.21m. The largest in the small unbraked trailer range is the P8e, offering 1.45m x 2.51m of floor space making it suitable for carrying ride on lawn mowers, Quad Bikes, ATV’s and most standard sized construction and building boards.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	P6e	145/80B10	500kg	156kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.65m
	P6e	20.5x8x10	750kg	172kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.72m
	P6e	145/70R13	500kg	156kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.63m
	P6e	145/70R13	750kg	172kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.63m
	P7e	20.5x8x10	750kg	193kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.72m
	P7e	145/70R13	500kg	177kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.63m
	P7e	145/70R13	750kg	193kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.63m
	P8e	20.5x8x10	750kg	218kg	2.51m	1.45m	3.53m	1.96m
	P8e	145/70R13	750kg	218kg	2.51m	1.45m	3.53m	1.87m


Features
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BV64e

Model Details

 

Sean Hogan Trailers presents the BV64e domestic box van trailer from Ifor Williams. Small enough to easily tow behind a family car, providing 2.3m3 of space, this box van is ideal for leisure, domestic or small business users. The Ifor Williams BV64e is a popular choice for family holidays, weekend trips, the sports enthusiasts with equipment for the roomy boot/roof rack, or the small business with goods and stock to transport.

 

The BV64e trailer is an ideal way to keep transported items safe, dry and secure. When not in use it can be safely parked up in a garage, and is light enough to move easily. The BV64e box van from Ifor Williams is a popular choice for camping or enjoying outdoor activities such as cycling, canoeing or fishing, especially where bulky equipment is needed – it can even be used to carry a junior kart.

 

The strong, low maintenance rubber torsion suspension system is fitted with 145/80B10 tyres giving a maximum gross weight of up to 500kg. BV64e.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	P5	145/80B10	500kg	141kg	1.53m	1.02m	2.56m	1.41m


Features
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P6e Canopy

Model Details

The Ifor Williams P6e small domestic trailer with canopy is available for sale in Ireland from O’Haire Trailers. The canopy provides cover and shelter while towing and is an ideal choice for Irish roads.

 

The P6e model has a roomy floor area of 1.21m x 1.98m and a maximum gross weight of either 500 or 750 kg. The Ifor Williams P7e trailer is a little longer with a floor space of 1.21m x 2.21m. The largest in the small unbraked trailer range is the P8e, offering 1.45m x 2.51m of floor space making it suitable for carrying ride on lawn mowers, Quad Bikes, ATV’s and most standard sized construction and building boards.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	P6e	145/80B10	500kg	156kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.65m
	P6e	20.5x8x10	750kg	172kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.72m
	P6e	145/70R13	500kg	156kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.63m
	P6e	145/70R13	750kg	172kg	1.98m	1.21m	2.95m	1.63m
	P7e	20.5x8x10	750kg	193kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.72m
	P7e	145/70R13	500kg	177kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.63m
	P7e	145/70R13	750kg	193kg	2.21m	1.21m	3.18m	1.63m
	P8e	20.5x8x10	750kg	218kg	2.51m	1.45m	3.53m	1.96m
	P8e	145/70R13	750kg	218kg	2.51m	1.45m	3.53m	1.87m


Features
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BV84

Model Details

 

Sean Hogan Trailers presents the Ifor Williams BV84 box van trailer for sale in Galway. The BV84 box van has an overall length of 3.9 meters and a width of 1.8 meters. The white coated side panels are tough, smart and easy to clean. They provide the classic ‘blank canvas’ ready to be sign-written upon and ideal for pre-cut vinyl graphics and logos. The Ifor Williams braked models of box vans come with cargo rails fitted as standard.

 

Also available are optional shoring poles and cargo straps meaning the load can be securely restrained while transporting. Additional restraint can be provided with extra lashing points, offered as an extra option. All Ifor Williams braked box vans feature a lockable front access door for convenient access to the load. The galvanized steel chassis, roof frame and drawbars offer unbeatable corrosion protection.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	BV84 Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	515kg	2.40m	1.17m	3.90m	1.80m
	BV84	165R13C	2700kg	605kg	2.40m	1.17m	3.90m	1.80m
	BV85 5′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	640kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 5′ H/R Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	550kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 6′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	675kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 6′ H/R Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	585kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 7′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	770kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 7′ H/R Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	620kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV105 5′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	705kg	3.00m	1.47m	4.70m	2.10m
	BV105 6′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	735kg	3.00m	1.47m	4.70m	2.10m
	BV105 7′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	770kg	3.00m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV125 6′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	800kg	3.60m	1.47m	5.30m	2.10m
	BV125 7′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	850kg	3.60m	1.47m	5.30m	2.10m
	BV106 6′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	900kg	3.00m	1.73m	4.70m	2.30m
	BV106 7′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	935kg	3.00m	1.73m	4.70m	2.30m
	BV126 6′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	980kg	3.60m	1.73m	5.35m	2.30m
	BV126 7′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	1030kg	3.60m	1.73m	5.35m	2.30m
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BV85

Model Details

 

Sean Hogan Trailers presents the Ifor Williams BV85 Box Van for sale in Galway. The BV85 is available in six different models ranging from 1400 kg to 2700 kg gross weight vans. They also come in a variety of heights 5, 6 and 7 foot are available. All models are 4.10 meters in overall length and 2.10 meters in width making them a perfect choice for all round flexibility.

 

The BV85 box trailer from Ifor Williams comes with roller shutter, combination ramp doors or van rear doors. All braked box models feature an exclusive beam axle and leaf spring suspension system which has been developed for a safe and stable ride. Similar systems are widely used on commercial vehicles, where performance under load is essential.

Specification

	Model	Tyres	Gross Weight	Unladen Weight	Internal Length	Internal Width	Overall Length	Overall Width
	BV84 Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	515kg	2.40m	1.17m	3.90m	1.80m
	BV84	165R13C	2700kg	605kg	2.40m	1.17m	3.90m	1.80m
	BV85 5′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	640kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 5′ H/R Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	550kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 6′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	675kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 6′ H/R Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	585kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 7′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	770kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV85 7′ H/R Single Axle	165R13C	1400kg	620kg	2.40m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV105 5′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	705kg	3.00m	1.47m	4.70m	2.10m
	BV105 6′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	735kg	3.00m	1.47m	4.70m	2.10m
	BV105 7′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	770kg	3.00m	1.47m	4.10m	2.10m
	BV125 6′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	800kg	3.60m	1.47m	5.30m	2.10m
	BV125 7′ H/R	165R13C	2700kg	850kg	3.60m	1.47m	5.30m	2.10m
	BV106 6′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	900kg	3.00m	1.73m	4.70m	2.30m
	BV106 7′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	935kg	3.00m	1.73m	4.70m	2.30m
	BV126 6′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	980kg	3.60m	1.73m	5.35m	2.30m
	BV126 7′ H/R	155/70R12C	3500kg	1030kg	3.60m	1.73m	5.35m	2.30m
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